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First Quarter 2016 Market Commentary 

  

We start every market commentary by highlighting an observation from our previous commentary.  

Here is what we said last quarter regarding the Fed and raising the Fed Funds rate: 

 

 We still believe, as we have over the past several years that the United States markets continue to offer a better 

relative return to many international markets.  Granted places like Russia will have years such as 2015, up nearly 

22%, which is why diversification is a must regardless of where one invests.  On the other extreme are places such as 

Brazil (GDP is a negative 1.7%) where economic reforms are in a constant state of flux and rampant inflation 

decimates standards of living.  For our money, we will continue to over-weight the United States.     

 

Rollercoaster Quarter 

  

The thing about rollercoasters is that you get on and off at the same location.  That may not be true 

about stock markets, but this quarter certainly defined a “rollercoaster” period making three months 

feel like three years.  But before we delve into the ups-and-downs of the first quarter, we need to say 

a bit about the preceding paragraph.  The first quarter for the domestic U.S. markets continued to 

out-pace the international developed markets.  Only the emerging markets dominated.  For the 

quarter the S&P 500 was up 1.33%, while the EFA index was down 2.66%.  The emerging markets 

were the biggest beneficiaries of the “Janet Yellen” bounce as they were down nearly 6% at the end 

of February.  With the Fed’s announcement of “easing on the rate hikes”, the MSCI Emerging 

Markets index jumped nearly 13% in March to finish the quarter up 6.4%. 

 

Returning to the first quarter, the markets hit bottom on February 11th, with the Dow closing at 

15,660.  By the time Yellen spoke on March 29th, the Dow was already back to 17,535 as investors 

sensed some good bargains at the bottom.  Energy prices had rebounded back towards $40 per 

barrel giving some breathing room to equities, economic news continued to be favorable, and 

despite the attack in the Brussel’s airport on March 22nd, investors seemed to embrace some better 

times ahead.  According to the Wall Street Journal, the Dow experienced its best quarterly rebound 

since 1933! 

 

Why do we like the United States so much?  Okay, maybe we carry the home-bias flaw that many 

investors seem to have.  We do have diversification, but for shear economic development and 

innovation, the United States ranks third in the world with regards to the number of entrepreneurs 

per million of inhabitants.  The graph below is from the American Enterprise Institute and clearly 

shows that other than Hong Kong and Israel, the United States is a great place to do business. 
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DOMESTIC EQUITY STATISTICS 

 

Index Returns for the Quarter 

S&P Small Cap  2.63% 

NASDAQ QQQ’s -2.09% 

Dow Jones Average 2.18% 

S&P 500 Index 1.33% 

(Returns are without dividends.  Period Ending 3/31/2016.  Source:  Morningstar Advisor Pro) 
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Company                  Percentage Weight                  Year to Date 2016  

 

S&P 500                                                                             1.33%    

Energy                                6.8%                                           4.02%       

Materials                              2.8%                                 3.61%   

Industrials                         10.1%                                   4.99%       

Consumer Discretionary       12.9%                                         1.60% 

Consumer Staples              10.4%                                 5.57% 

Health Care                       14.3%                                       -5.50%       

Financials                          15.6%                                    -5.06%                   

Technology                        20.8%                                         2.60%       

Telecommunications              2.8%                                        16.61% 

Utilities                                 3.4%                                       15.56 %      
Source:  Standard and Poor’s (www.spindices.com) 

 

 

Style Return Box for the First Quarter 2016 

 VALUE CORE GROWTH 

LARGE 2.20% 1.33% 0.45% 

MID 3.53% 2.19% -1.44% 

SMALL 4.49% 4.0% -4.33% 

Information provided in the above chart represents the quarterly returns of the S&P indexes of iSharesClass of funds NAV returns. 

 

Revenge of the Dividend Payers 

 

Dividend hunters proved their mettle as value returned some of the biggest jumps for the quarter.  

As you can see from the charts above, Telecommunications and Utilities were the biggest winners 

along with the entire stream of value investments.  The historical low rates and the change in tone 

from the Fed, gave the signal that dividends were safe from a rising rate environment.   

 

Consider for a moment the lowly Utility sector.  Through the end of February, the index was up a 

very respectable 6.97%, a place most investors like to be during times of volatility.  In March the 

index doubled, jumping nearly 8% in one month, as volatility and yield drove investments.  Not 

something one expects from the utility sector and, perhaps, a warning that “hot-money” flows can 

leave a short-circuit in an investor’s portfolio. 

 

http://www.spindices.com/
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INTERNATIONAL 

 

As we mentioned at the beginning of the commentary the international developed markets struggled 

while the emerging markets took off.  Again March was the decisive month as the index jumped 

over 12% for the month, driven mainly by the steep sell-off and aided by the Fed’s more dovish 

tone going into the FOMC meeting.   It is always instructive to remember that “hot money” flowing 

to the emerging markets causes investors some sleepless nights.  Up 12% in one month, down the 

next should the Fed reverse course.  Clearly these are high growth markets due to large population 

growth and the move from the farm to manufacturing.   If emerging markets follow a similar path 

that the United States did (see below), then there is a lot to be said for international investing. 
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The problem becomes not a question of growth, but of economic policies that can support the 

growth.  Consider the following: 

 

 
You can have all the growth prospects you want, but if your capital is moving out of the country due 

to high taxation, then that economy is going to find it very difficult to make the adjustment from the 

farm to the service economy.  
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FIXED INCOME 

 

Well last quarter we thought we had something to talk about as the Fed continued to “jaw-bone” 

fixed income markets with promises of four rate hikes.  That quickly turned to perhaps two as 

economic growth continued to come in with some mixed signals.  Manufacturing was still middling, 

while employment showed continuing gains above 200,000 per month.  Inflation was not in 

evidence. 

 

The problem in the fixed income world is supply of quality bonds.  Not so much in the municipal 

market but in the corporate market where all the “good stuff” has been snapped up.  Investors 

seeking A-rated or higher bonds would have to pay a stiff price, driving the yields to levels that 

would not be attractive.  Municipals continue to be a place of misunderstanding by most investors.  

Somehow announcements made five years ago about an impending implosion of the municipal 

bond market are still pervasive!  The municipal bond market continues to be a very safe place for 

investors looking for some tax-free yields. 

 

Still smarting from the 2015 scare are the high yield bonds that carry attractive yields, but are 

considered a bit risky for investors.  Here again the “baby is out with the bathwater” as the concern 

has been centered on oil producers with marginal balance sheets.  This concern has spilled over to 

the banking community where some banks have unreasonable exposure to loans to oil companies.   

 

 

EQUITIES 

 

In the world of low interest rates the dividend yield is King for most investors.  Think about the 

negative yield environment of some countries.  There are only two alternatives where interest rates 

are negative:  Keep the cash in your mattress or invest it in stocks or businesses.  Precious metals 

cannot be looked at as a viable alternative since negative yields suggest inflation is nowhere near 

targeted desired rates.  In all the world the only available spot for cash are quality equities that either 

dominant their category with a killer product/app, growing at a fast rate; or quality equities that are 

established and pay a nice dividend.  Other than that, the choices are limited. 

 

We all know how we arrived here.  Excessive speculation in real estate caused us to land in the world 

of ultra-low and negative interest rates.  This speculation was different than the period between the 

fourth quarter of 1999 and March of 2000, a period that saw the Nasdaq nearly double.  That was a 

good old-fashioned suspension of logic.  The metrics were “eyeballs” instead of P&L.  Looking 

back, however, that time period was perhaps a decade early with the promise of internet services  
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that were being touted.  Today, many of those ideas are firmly in place and doing quite nicely in the 

“digital age.”  Years ago we remember Amazon’s business model and viability being questioned in 

the most popular business magazines of the day.  Today?  Amazon rules the world in the digital age 

of e-commerce. 

 

The run-up to the 2008 financial crisis was spawned by good old-fashioned greed coupled with the 

suspension of logic.  A deadlier combination to be sure.  It’s one thing to watch paper profits 

evaporate, it is quite another to watch your home being repossessed and your family’s way of life 

forever altered.  That is generational and the impact will be with us for the next 20 to 30 years. 

 

IN SUMMARY 

 

It has been a long trail back up the mountain from May of 2015, the last “tall peak” of the Dow 

mountain charts.  All of this has been coupled with seismic shifts in the Baby Boomer generation 

that, along with their house, probably saw a pretty good dent being laid to their retirement plans.  

Even though we are eight years removed from the financial crisis, the doubts that linger about 

investing remain.  We understand that issue very well because emotional scars have an impact on 

how investors make decisions. 

 

There is nothing easy about investing and managing in a low interest rate environment.  A basic 

understanding of the fundamentals will serve most investors well, if they only take the time to study 

and learn.  We have often said the difference about today’s environment and that when we started in 

the business in the early 1990’s is this:  In the early 1990’s information came out of a garden hose, 

today information comes out of a fire hose.  Hucksters selling newsletter subscriptions from scary 

sounding radio ads, or pop-up ads when cruising the internet super highway, cause a great deal of 

concern to the unsuspecting.  What do these people know that the rest of us do not?  Simple.  They 

understand fear and greed and how to exploit this within the minds of the unsuspecting.  They have 

been around for years and will continue to ply their trade when the waters are murky. 

 

Our suggestion is to go back to the fundamentals of investing.  First, there are only three things you 

can control about your investments:  The amount of risk you want to take, the amount of time you 

have to invest and the expenses you pay, beyond these three essentials, the “invisible hand” of the 

market is in control.  Second, asset allocation works.  Boring as heck, but it works because if you 

“plan your work, and work your plan”, you tend not to be attracted or stray from the goal due to 

“excessive noise”.  Finally, diversification of the asset allocation is imperative.  Yes, sometimes it 

doesn’t seem like it is working correctly, such as in 2008 when everything correlated to negative 

returns.  But market dynamics do “ebb and flow” and eventually excesses are corrected, in both 

directions, and order returns. 
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In closing most of you will hear from us over the coming year, and years, about the first quarter of 

2016, or August of 2015 (because even the February 11th low this year did not reach the low hit in 

August), or some other time period when the world and the markets looked bleak.  Understanding 

how we react to these time periods is essential in being able to handle each successive downturn that 

arrives on our doorstep.  And be assured they will arrive.  Knowing some of the signs is important, 

but no one can predict when and the severity of the next turn, or its direction.  What is important is 

to understand yourself, your tolerance for risk and the ability to stick to your plan while adjusting 

only when absolutely necessary. 
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